
Non-Hydro Bath

NILA

Rectangular non-hydro 160x70

REF: 60211

Acrylic bath 160 x 70 cm with simple lines
that make the most of space. Practicality and
comfort with a timeless look. Curved edges
provide a softer finish.

Price does not include chassis, side or front skirting panel.

Retail price:

REF 60211

COLOURS/FINISHES

01
White

ARTICLES

Ref Product/Set Measurements €/u
60211 Bath without feet, chassis and waste. 160 x 70 cm

 Accessories

68005 Chromed automatic waste

41560 Chassis with adjustable feet for free-standing bath Mitta and Nila 70 cm.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Features
Nila without feet, chassis and waste. Capacity 159 l.
Useful information
Gala baths may be purchased with or without skirting panel. The
location of the hydromassage system facilitates the installation of
the enclosure. The chassis is free-standing, enabling its
installation with the least possible disruption. The disinfectant for
hydromassage baths with automatic disinfection is available at
Gala.
Guarantee
Gala products are guaranteed against any manufacturing defects,
from the date of purchase of the product, only if the installation
has been carried out in accordance with Gala´s installation
instructions and, applying the current legislation on electrical and
sanitary appliances, by authorised staff. The guarantee period for
acrylic products is of 2 years.
Please check our product installation manuals.

Maintenance
Cleaning should be carried out using a soft sponge, soap and water.
After cleaning, it should be dried so as to prevent limescale forming.
No abrasive products, solvents or objects that could damage the
surface should be used. Should any scratching occur accidentally, it
should be enough just to go over the surface with a solvent-free
polish. If necessary, the scratch can first be wet-sanded with 800 G
wet-and-dry sandpaper, then wet-sanded with 1200 G paper, before
finally applying the polish.

SETTING

COMPLEMENTS

SUGGESTIONS

http://www.gala.es/site/files/datos/BANERAS/RECTANGULARES/NILA/60211/IMAGEN/BAJA/C60211.jpg
http://www.gala.es/baneras/nila/rectangulares/rectangular-no-hidro-160x70-60211
http://www.gala.es/baneras/omega/especiales/desague-automatico-cromado-68005
http://www.gala.es/descargas/manuales-de-instalacion
http://www.gala.es/griferia/neila/monomando/monomando-para-bano-y-ducha-39967


TECHNICAL DRAWINGS

Downloads

http://www.gala.es/site/files/datos/BANERAS/RECTANGULARES/NILA/60211/IMAGEN/AMBIENTE/A60NILA-08TOC.jpg
http://www.gala.es/site/files/datos/BANERAS/RECTANGULARES/NILA/60211/TECNICOS/60140.jpg


2D
107.23 KB Rectangular non-hydro 160x70 - Técnico (.AI)
65.18 KB Rectangular non-hydro 160x70 - Técnico (.DWG)

482.28 KB Rectangular non-hydro 160x70 - Técnico (.DXF)
120.74 KB Rectangular non-hydro 160x70 - Técnico (.PDF)

http://www.gala.es/site/files/datos/BANERAS/RECTANGULARES/NILA/60211/TECNICOS/60140.ai
http://www.gala.es/site/files/datos/BANERAS/RECTANGULARES/NILA/60211/TECNICOS/60140.dwg
http://www.gala.es/site/files/datos/BANERAS/RECTANGULARES/NILA/60211/TECNICOS/60140.dxf
http://www.gala.es/site/files/datos/BANERAS/RECTANGULARES/NILA/60211/TECNICOS/60140.pdf

